Product information TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
MTN HAND CLEANSER.
100 ml, 3.3 Oz.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

APPEARANCE		

MTN Gel is a high performance hand cleanser, specially formulated to remove the
most difficult stains such as polyurethane paint, primers, resins and adhesives. This
product does not contain solvents or aggressive components such as hydrocarbons,
so it is exempt from ADR regulations.
It also contains skin conditioners, such as lanolin and glycerin among others, as well
as plumite, which increases its cleansing potential. MTN Gel can be used without
risking irritation, allowing for immediate cleansing. This product is formulated with
select components, making it a top quality skin cream with a high emulsifying
capacity that effectively cleans hands.

CARACTERÍSTICAS
Water-based technology
Viscous greyish lotion
Does not irritate the skin
Does not contain solvents

110 mm.

-

INSTRUCCIONES DE USO
-

Dispense a sufficient amount of GREIN onto dry hands.
Rub hands with the cleanser until the stain has dissolved.
Rinse with plenty of clean water.
If any stains remain, repeat the procedure.

GENERAL INFORMATION
45 mm.

For more information on safe handling of this product, please refer to the Material
Safety Data Sheet (HS).
Caution:
This product may affect painted surfaces.
Test before cleaning surfaces.

NOTE

PROPERTIES
Specific gravity @25ºC:
Flash point:
PH:

1,07
None
5a6

The data contained herein is provided for information purposes only and is believed
to be reliable. No liability is assumed for results obtained by third parties whose
methods are beyond our control. The user is responsible for their use of the product.

STORAGE
Store the product in a dry place and close the container. Storage information may be
indicated on the product container label. Optimum storage: 8º C to 21º C. Storage
at temperatures below 8°C or above 28°C may adversely affect product properties.
Material stored outside the container may become contaminated for use.
Do not put leftover product back into the original container. Safor cannot assume
any responsibility for any of the product that has been contaminated or stored in
conditions other than those previously indicated. If additional information is required,
please contact the Technical Department or your area representative.
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Company certified according to quality standard
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Made in Europe.
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